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Chemical Effects in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and in Diamagnetic .Susceptibility*
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An expression for the magnetic shielding of nuclei in solids and in molecules is developed and an approxi-
mation is obtained that is particularly suited to substances containing heavy atoms. The temperature de-
pendence of the magnetic shielding which arises when there are several low-lying states of the molecules is
discussed. It is shown that only slight changes in the various formulas make them applicable to the diamag-
netic susceptibili ty.

I. INTRODUCTION electron spin can be omitted in the subsequent discus-

sion; except in cases of accidental degeneracies, the
magnetic shielding 6elds from the electron spins should

be of higher orders of smallness than the other con-
tributions calculated here. It should be noted, however,
that this result arises from the fact that ma, gnetic
shielding by definition is concerned only with sects
proportional to the external magnetic field B. Con-

sequently, any direct contribution of the electron spins
to the shielding field which arises in a second-order per-
turbation calculation will depend on matrix elements of
the interaction between H and the electron spins which

are nondiagonal in the resultant electron spin. If,
however, II is uniform over the entire molecule such

matrix elements vanish. As recently discussed by
Ramsey and PurcelP while considering the shielding of
the interaction between two nuclear magnetic moments

in the same molecule, the e6ect of the electron spiris

must be included when 8 is not uniform over the
molecule.

If the origin of the coordinate system i.s taken at the
nucleus where the shielding is to be evaluated, if p is

the magnetic moment of that nucleus, and if II is the
external magnetic field, the vector potential for the 0th
electron at position r~ may be taken as

' 'N the author's original paper' on chemical shifts and
~ - magnetic shielding, the development was limited
to systems which on the average were cylindrically
symmetric about the direction of the magnetic Geld,

such as molecules in states whose axis of quantization
was parallel to the magnetic field. A more general ex-

pression not subject to this limitation and hence

applicable to crystals is obtained in the present paper.
In the earlier paper, ' the general expression for the

shielding LEq. (6) of that paper'] contained two ap-

parently quite different types of terms, each of which

would hav'e to be calculated separately by approximate
methods in actual problems. In the present paper, it is

shown that by a suitable gauge transformation an alter-

native approximate form for this expression can be
obtained in which one of these types of terms (the
second-order paramagnetism terms) vanish for electrons

tightly bound to any of the atoms in the molecule.

Finally, in the earlier paper, ' it was assumed that
there were no alternative states separated from the

ground state by an energy comparable to kT for which

the magnetic shieMing was diferent. Consequently, no

temperature dependence of the shielding was indicated.

Although for most molecules this assumption is valid

and the magnetic shielding is temperature independent,

a few cases of temperature dependent magnetic shielding

have been observed. The treatment of the present paper
will cover such cases as well and, in addition, is ap-

plicable to the temperature dependence of the diamag-

netic susceptibility.

&ai= 2HXr~+pX r~/r~' —-', HXR„,

where RI, & is a purely arbitrary constant and arises from

the arbitrariness of the gauge of the vector potential.
With this vector potential and with (—e) as the charge

of the electron, the Hamiltonian operator for the elec-

trons of the system is

1 5 1e e.pX fp
x=g -V,+- -HX Lr,—R„]+— + V. (2)

&=&28$ $2 C C

2. MAGNETIC SHIELDING CALCULATION

Consider a polyatomic molecule or crystal which in

the absence of an external field has no resultant electron

spin or electron orbital angular momentum. Since the

nuclei are massive compared to the electrons, the nuclei

can be treated classically to a very good approximation.

In particula, r, in the first phases of the calculation the

nuclei will be considered to be approximately stationary,

attra, cting centers whose orientation is specified by X.

As is discussed in the earlier paper, ' the eGects of

By an expansion and a few simple transformations of

vector products, this can be written as

K= 3C ~'&+ K&'&+K&",

where

BC&'& = —Qg(5'/2rlg) vt, '+ V,

X"'=—PI, H m~8 —Qa 2p m~0'/r~',

~I'2~ = (e'/Sme')Pq(HX [rq —Rq~]+2px rk/rP)',

' K. M. Purcell and N. F. Ramsey (to be published).

* This work was partially supported by the joint program of
the ONR and AEC.

' N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 77, 567 (1950) and 78, 699 (1950).
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with
me/= —(ebs/2essci) j rp —Re(jxVp

mme' —— (e—h/2nsce) re X Ve.

Therefore, by the usual second-order perturbation
theory" and by use of the well-known transformation
reducing the scalar product of two vector products, if
8 q' is the sum of the energy terms linear in p and 8,
one obtains

where eq~ is the dyadic

erg'= (e'/2mc')(eel
I Pe{I'(rg—Re() rp

—(r~ —Re&) r&}/r&' I red) —4 Re P„),Ll/(E. —E )j&&f(~&litem»'/r"I~'~')(~'~'Imk~'I~l)j
(7)

It is of interest to note that the terms of the 6rst
type in (7) can be given a simple physical interpreta-
tion. If an electron at position r~ moves with angular
velocity ca about a point Rl, ~, theo the magnetic 6eld
at the origin resuJting from this motion is

H'=-(/ )I: x("-R.)]&&"/"'
=L{ 'e/2mc' }{Is(rg—RI,().rg

—(re —Re~) r.}/re'] I 2sssc«/e). (8)

Therefore, the terms of the erst part of (7) correspond
to the magnetic ficM at the position of the nucleus
being shielded by c!rculatiolls of the electrons about the
points Re~ with angular velocity eH/2mc. As the points
R~~ are arbitrary, the axes of the circulation are there-
fore arbitrary. At; first sight this seems surprising, since
the magnitude of the field clearly depends on the
location of this axis. The explanation of this apparent
anomaly is that RI, ~ also enters in the terms of the second
type since me/ depends on Re~, and any changes in the
terms of the first type which result from a change in
the values of Rg, ~ are just exactly compensated by the
corresponding changes in the terms of the second type.
It should, of course, be noted that expression (7)
provides only the e1cctronic magnetic shicMing con-
tribution to shifts in nucIcar resonance frequencies. In
mo1ecules in speci6c orientation states and in crystals,
there are a1so, in general, much 1arger and more con-
spicuous shifts because of magnetic interactions of the
nuclear spins, nuclear quadrupo1c interactions, etc. In
general these depend differently on the external field
thRQ docs thc magnetic shic1ding, RQd thcll effects CRQ

be calculated. by well-estab1ished methods. 4'
In many problems only a single component of the

dyadic, say the ss component, is of interest. This is the
case, as an example, for a molecule in the presence of a
magnetic 6cld along thc 8 Rxls in CRsc t11c orlcQtRtlon
state of the molecule is on the average symmetrical

' N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 83, 540 {1951).
4Kel1ogg, Rabi, Ramsey, and Zacharias, Phys. Rev. 57, 677

(1940).
~ R. V. Pound, Phys. Rev. 79, 685 (1950).

about the s axis, as when it is specified by the magnetic
quantum number relative to that axis. However, even
for crystals, if only the magnitude of the held at the
nuc1eus is of interest, it is given to the 6rst approxima-
tion by the 22 component of the dyadic only. If the s2:

component of erma is called o.q, Eq. (7) gives

a), (—e—'/2rssc')(lX
I Q „{(xg X—p() ece

+(ye I'er)y—e}/re' I se&)

-4R Z. 'Ll/(~. -~.)3
XL(seX I PA es4»'/ree

I
e'X')(nV

I
ess, gPI eel)j (.9)

It should be noted that if Rg, ~ is taken as zero the above
result is that given in the previous papers. "In fact,
one can derive (9) in an alternative fashion by starting
with Eq. (6) of the earlier paper, ' which was based on a
particular gauge corresponding to RI,~= 0, and by
transforming the coordina, tes to express the angu1ar
momentum (—2ersc/e)m. ee about the origin in terms
of the angular momentum about the point R~~ in a
fashion similar to that of Van Vleck6 in showing the
invariancc of the magnetic susceptibility of molecules
to the choice of the origin.

H the problem, in addition to being cylindrically sym-
metric Rbout the ficM ls R1so OQ thc RvclRgc sphcrlcally
symmetric as when all states of diAcrcnt possible mag-
netic quantum numbers are equally occupied, Eq. (9)
reduces on the average to

a~= (e'/3~c')(~l
I Z.{(&/r~)—(R~i r~/r~') }Il)

—(4/3) Re 2"'Ll/(&- —~.)j
xL(&jp„m„,e/. ,ej~') (e'Im, pj~)j. (Io)

The previous expressions have the disadvantage that
a11 electrons in the molecule or crystal mast be included
in the calculation, even though it is physically apparent
that electrons tight1y bound to distant lluclei will make
only a small contribution. In the above formulation
this resu1't is achieved by virtue of the terms of the 6rst
type in (7) approximately canceling terms of the second
type for such electrons. Since, however, in most
problems each type of term wou1d be calculated only
approximately, it is important to obtaill an expression
in which the result for such electrons does not appear
as a very small difference in two large approximately
calculated quantities.

Let S~ electrons form complete shells that are so
tightly bound to the Eth nucleus that their mean
potential is approximately spherically symmetric about
the Eth nucleus, and let E8 electrons be all the re-
maining electrons which cannot be considered to be
bound overwhelmingly to- any single atom in the
molecule. Then select R~~ to be Rx, the radius vector
to the II:th nucleus, if k corresponds to one of the E~
electrons tightly bound to the IAh Quc1eus, and let

J. H. Van Vleck, EEecgrec and Magsetec SusceprebCe|'ees (Oxford
University Press, London, 1932), pp. 275-276.
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R~~ remain arbitrary for the Es electrons not tightly
bound to any nucleus. %ith this selection and with the
spherical symmetry of the potential about the Eth
nucleus, there will be no nondiagonal matrix elements
of the orbital angular momentum operator (—2mc/e) mqx
about the Eth nucleus for any of the E~ electrons
tightly bound to the Eth atom. Consequently, Eq. (7)
reduces approximately to the foHowing expression,

ol,= (c'/2mc')P(nxXI P {P(rg—Rx) rp

—(rk —Rx)rk)/rk'I ~x&)

+(c'/2mc')(n, XI P fl(rg —Rg() ry
k~1
—(ra—Rai) ra}/ra' I ~h)

—4 Re g I 1/(Z„, —E„)1
ms'X'

NB

&&L(~ &I 2 m~e/r~'I~"&')(~ '&'Im~~'IN*&)1 (11)

For the tightly bound electrons, therefore, the high
frequency or second-order paramagnetic terms vanish.
Equation (11) can be reduced to forms similar to (9)
and {10)if the appropriate symmetries are applicable.

In the preceding paragraph the electrons were treated
as if they were distinguishable, despite the fact that the
wave functions must be an. tisymmetric in all the elec-
trons. However, a similar result to the above can be
Obta1Dcd 1Il a I@ore coIQphcated fashion 1f one adopts
any of the methods of treating molecules in a suitably
antisymmetric fashion, such as that of Slater, ' provided
the v ave functions of the electrons tightly bound to any
nucleus are approximately orthogonal to the remaining
wave functions.

The previous discussion has all been for a single
electronic ground state e of the molecule. For most
molecules, there is only a single electronic state possible
within an energy range at all comparable to kT from
the ground state, so that the previous expressions apply
directly to most molecules and the magnetic shielding

should be independent of the temperature, as usually

is found to be the case. '
However, it has been found .experimentally by

Proctor and Yu, ' and by Packard and Arnold' that in

some cases there is a temperature dependence of the
magnetic shielding. From the point of view of the above
analysis, this presumably corresponds to there being
several low-lying states for each of which the shielding,

r, is slightly different. Then, as the temperature is
changed, the distribution between the states, and con-

sequently, the average value of 0. are altered.

7 J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 38, 1112 (1931).
8%. G. Proctor and F. C. Vu, Phys. Rev. 81, 20 (1951).
9 M. E. Packard and J. T. Arnold, Phys. Rev. 83, 210 (1951).

The form of the temperature dependence to be an-
ticipated can readily be obtained for any of the above
shielding expressions. Since the cases in which tem-
perature dependent effects have been observed are
those which are such that on the average the distribu-
tion of the molecular orientation is spherically sym-
metric, oD1y .the temperature dependence that should
arise from (10) will be discussed.

Assume that for states n=0, 1, ~, g the quantity
exp{—E /kT) is appreciable, while for the remaining
states it is negligible. Then the weighted mean average
of 0. can be written as,

&=o'r+&r+trg,

o r
——C P exp( —E /kT) (c'/3mc')

4 u 00

~,=—CRegexp(-Z. /uT) g L1/(Z„.-Z„)j
a=o n'=u+ j.

4 u—& u

o,=—-C Re P P I exp( —E„/kT)
n,=0 n'=++1

C= 1/g exp( 8 /AT). —

It should be noted. , however, that a single sharp line
will be observed at the shifted frequency only if a
molecule makes transitions between the diferent states
m=0, 1, ., g at a su%ciently rapid rate that the
Larmor precession of the nucleus occurs in the average
Geld at the nucleus. In other words, collision narrowing'
rieeds to occur. As discussed by Purcell, Bloembergen,
and Pound, " if v„ the correlation time for the transi-
tions, is short, the width of the resonance will be of the
order 4r,/rrT2", ' where T2" is the transverse relaxation
time in the absence of collision. narrowing, so 1/T&" is

of the order of yHho where Acr is the spread of the cr-

values among the g lowest states. Therefore, the-reso-
nance width in the presnt case from this effect alone
will be 4(qIISa)'r, /~.

The first reported temperature-dependent magnetic-
shielding constants were those of the cobalt nucleus in

K~Co(CN)e, CoLCrH4{NHr)2j3C13, and Co(NH&)eC13,
which were shown by Proctor and Yu' to be such that
for a temperature i~crease from 20'C to 80'C the reso-
nance frequency increased by 0.015 percent or about
1 kc out of 7000 k.c. In these same molecules the chemical

&0 Purcell, Koembergen, and Pound, Phys. Rev. 73, 1'04 (194$).
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shift is large, with the resonance frequency for the last
. being I.0083 times that of the erst. The simultaneous
occurrence both of the large chemical shift and of the
temperature dependence indicates the existence of low-

lying levels. Unfortunately, not enough data on the
experimental temperature dependence are available as
yet to determine the energy of the levels. However, the
sign of the shift is enough to eliminate one very simple
and attractive possibility. This possibility is that there
might be only a single low-lying state in addition to the'

ground state, Rnd that the existence of this level might
be responsible both for the temperature dependence and
for the large magnitude of o. which would then be
chiefly the result of 03. In this case Eq. (12) would
rcdllcc approximately to

~3= —(4/3) «L1/(&~ —&o)X(0lZ. m~o'/"'I 1)

1—exp{—(&~—~o)/kT)
~ (1Iga m~8 I0)] (13)

ll 1+exp{—(Zi —Eo)/kT)

If this relation applied, E»—Eo could be calculated from
the temperature dependence and (0I P m~o'/r~'I 1)
~ (1IP mP I 0) could be calculated from the data. How-
ever, (13) would lead to a decrease in resonance fre-
quency with increasing temperature which is just
opposite to the observed results' with the cobalt com-
pounds. TherefOre the simple relation (13) is not.
applicable in this case Rnd the more complicated
general relation (12) must be used.

The other important temperature shift so far re-
ported is that of Packard and ArnoM, ' in which they
observe in ethyl alcohol that the resonance of the
hydrogen in the OH radical shifts markedly with tem-
perature even though the magnitude of the shift itself
is not unusually large. This suggests that the shift is
not bccRusc of tcI'Ins of the type 03 but lnstcRd to terms
of the type 0-» and r2. Liddel and Ramsey" have recently
suggested a IncchanlsIQ for thc ploductlon of sultRblc
low-lying alternative states in the process of molecular
association in the liquid. Such association is usually
assumed to be via a hydrogen bond Rejecting the hy-
drogen in OH, so it is quite reasonable that this hydro-
gen should be the one to have its temperature RQ'ected.
It is important to note that since this mechanism
depends on the molecular association of several mole-
cules, it is dependent on the concentration of the liquid.
Therefore, the temperature dependence wiH not be
given simply by Eq. (12) which was derived for a, single
molecule. Instead, the various theories" " for the

» U. Liddel and N. F. Ramsey, J.Chem. Phys. (to be published).»J. H. Hildebrand and R. L. Scott, Solubility of Eon-E/ec-
fg o$ytes (Rheinhold Pubhshing Corporation, New York, 1950), p.
192.

» 0. Redlich and A. T. Kister, J. Chem. Phys. 15, 854 (I947).

equilibrium of the association must be used. The tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic shielding in this
ease should in fact provide experiInental information on
the temperature dependence of the association equi-
librium

where

(14)

$g ——C P exp( —E„/kT)(e'/3mc')

&&I (~IX~ m~0'I~')(~'IZ~ m~'I~) j
g—l g

$3= —(4/3)C Re P P Lexp( —E„/kT)
n=o n'=@+»

—exp( —E„/kT) jL1/(8„—E )g

xL(nl Pg mao'll') (n'I+I, mpgle) j.

Measurements of the diamagnetic susceptibilities of
the cobalt molecules such as K3Co(CN)6 for which the
magnetic shielding is temperature dependent' would
be of great interest, as Van Vleck»4 has also pointed out.
The diamagnetic susceptibility would presumably be
temperature dependent as well, with the nature of the
dependence being given by (14), in contrast to the
usual observations that such susceptibilities are tem-
pera, ture independent. In fact, (14) provides an ex-
pression for the temperature dependence of the suscep-
tibility that is frequently called the temperature
independent paramagnetism.

"J,H. Van Vleck, Physica 17, 281 (195l).

5. DIAMAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES

If the dyadic, g, is the diamagnetic susceptibility of
the molecule or crystal, expressions for (" can be ob-
tained analogous to each of the preceding formulas for
e"provided only that in each expression for 0" the rI,"s
that occur are replaced by unity, except that in Kqs.
(10) and (12) 1/rk is also replaced by rI,'. Thus, (10)
with Rl, ~ set equal to zero leads to a diamagnetic ex-
pression similar to that of Van Vleck. e As a further
example, the diamagnetic susceptibility of a molecule
with g low-lying excited states is given by the following
expression corresponding to (12),


